Thermal Behavior Evaluation of Ventilated Roof under Variable Solar Radiation
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ABSTRACT

A ventilated roof has a good configuration for energy purposes, in order to respect the European Directive priority for building performance requirement to reduce energy consumption. In Mediterranean regions, with high level of solar radiation, the roof design should respect comfort and energy saving, considering that climatic conditions change depending on seasons and territories.

This paper illustrates a numerical investigation on a prototypical ventilated roof for residential use, in order to evaluate its thermofluidodynamic behaviors as a function of the solar radiation applied on the top wall of the roof simulating summer and winter conditions. The roof is modeled as a single side and it is analyzed as two-dimensional, in air flow, thanks to the commercial code Ansys-Fluent. Results are given in terms of temperature and pressure distributions, air velocity and temperature profiles along longitudinal and cross sections of the ventilated layer, in order to estimate the differences between the various conditions. Ventilated roof configuration results significant to reach optimal thermal and hygrometric conditions in summer and winter conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the European Directive priorities is represented by the improvement of “building performance requirements” and the development of new strategies for “very low energy buildings”. The goal, in particular, is the reduction of the energy consumptions due to the heat flux transmitted through the envelope of residential and commercial buildings. In regions, like Mediterranean region object of this study, with high level of solar radiation, the analysis of residential consumption shows that energy demand is mainly ascribable to environmental conditioning. Building surfaces are affected by local climate depending on orientation and inclination and, in particular, the top cover insulation is very important to reduce energy use. The roof design should respect comfort and energy saving, considering that climatic condition change depending on seasons and territories. In the winter period, the top cover should contain heat losses. In the summer period, the top cover should reduce the heat gain from the ambient to limit the consumption of the energy essential to the air conditioning system. A ventilated roof has a good configuration for energy purposes [1]. It is composed by a series of layers: the outermost layer is the roof cover: it protects the structure against chemical, physical and mechanical stresses of the external ambient. Immediately under the mantle, there is the ventilation layer: a cavity which goes from the eaves to the ridge, so the air can flow along the channel for the entire length of the roof. Thermal insulation of the roof is obtained thanks to one or more panels of insulating material. Rainwater infiltration and condensation percolation are prevented thanks to waterproof panels. Lastly, the structure is the element that holds permanent loads (the weight of the structure) and accidental overloads (weather elements) and resists to exceptional events (storms and earthquakes). The cooling effect of ventilation in the roof cavity is proved under real climatic condition and it is numerically verified testing geometrical parameters (air gap height, effect of the ridge, inclination of the slab) and thermal conditions [2-4]. Passive methods, like special roof systems in naturally ventilated residential buildings, are used to reduce the room cooling load in hot and humid climate [5, 6]. In [7], 14 different roof constructions under continuously air-conditioned and non-acclimatized regimes are studied to find the suitable roof configuration for warm climates in terms of thermal comfort of the users. In [8], double-skin roofs are numerically investigated and they are described as an emerging solution for passive cooling of buildings in tropical climate. Double-skin roofs are studied in [9]: they are composed by adding a metallic screen on an existing sheet metal roof. The system increases passive cooling of dwellings
and decreases power costs for air conditioning in summer period or in tropical and arid countries. In [10] a full scale ventilated roof component is tested under real climatic condition: its improved performance is particularly significant in summer period. In fact, ventilation reduces the cooling load and the building energy demand [11] in summer, due to the surface shading and the heat removed by the air flow within the ventilation cavity. The effects of construction parameters are analyzed in summer and winter conditions and ventilated roof performances are more remarkable than a conventional roof [12, 13]. Ventilated roof performances can be improved thanks to upgrading systems considering the different effects of summer and winter regimes [14-16]. Solar technologies [17, 18] improve the energy efficiency of several systems and climate changes promotes ventilated roofs due to there are more adaptable, even in problematic scenarios.

This paper illustrates a numerical investigation on a prototypical ventilated roof for residential use. The system has been studied considering a single side of the roof and the analysis is carried out on a two-dimensional model in air flow. The investigation is performed in order to evaluate thermofluidodynamic behaviors of the ventilated roof as a function of the solar radiation applied on the top wall of the roof to simulate summer and winter regimes. Results are given in terms of temperature and pressure distributions, air velocity and temperature profiles along different longitudinal and cross sections of the ventilated layers in order to estimate the differences between the various conditions.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND NUMERICAL SOLUTION

The physical domain under investigation is two-dimensional and its configuration is geometrically and thermally symmetry, so a single side of the roof is considered, as shown in Figure 1. The optimal configuration for building insulation considers a ventilated roof composed by layers of several materials combined conveniently. The numerical model used in simulations is an inclined cape, with the upper line and the bottom line simulating respectively the properties of all layers above and under the ventilated channel. The channel has a length, L, equal to 6.00 m, an inclination, θ, equal to 30° and a width, h, equal to 0.10 m. It is assumed that the flow in the channel is two-dimensional, the regime is steady state turbulent, viscous dissipations are negligible and thermophysical properties are constant with temperature, except for density (Boussinesq approximation), which gives rise to buoyancy forces. Air is the working fluid and its thermophysical properties are calculated at the operative temperature. The governing equations of the simulation are: mass conservation, momentum equation and energy conservation [19]. They are coupled, non-linear and partial differential equations and their numerical solutions are obtained using the commercial code Ansys-Fluent 12.2 [20] by the finite volume method.

As Figure 2 shows, the computational domain has finite dimensions (the roof is placed in an infinite medium) and it is composed by the ventilated channel and two storages located at the inlet and the outlet of the channel. The two storages are useful to know what happens near the region of the thermal disturbance caused by the heat applied on the upper layer of the cavity to simulate the free-stream condition of the flow. Inlet storage dimensions are Lx = Ly = 3m, equal to the average height of a floor. Outlet storage is characterized by the exit section of the channel and the height of the ridge, h, is equal to 0.10 m. The geometric model and the mesh of the computational domain are realized thanks to the software Gambit [21]. In particular, to create the mesh, several grids were realized and compared depending on Richardson's extrapolation equation [20], so the chosen grid counts 228427 calculation cells. The choice of the mesh used for simulations, depends on the right compromise between the accuracy of the simulation and calculation time.

In this work, two regimes are studied: summer condition and winter condition. They are numerically simulated thanks to the following boundary condition.

![Figure 1. Ventilated channel](Image)

![Figure 2. Computational domain](Image)

In summer, the operative temperature is equal to 300 K. The bottom wall of the ventilated channel is simulated as isothermal, with T = 298 K (optimal ambient condition in summer). In winter, the operative temperature is equal to 275 K. The bottom wall of the ventilated channel is simulated as isothermal, with T = 293 K (optimal ambient condition in winter). On the top wall of the cavity, a uniform heat flux is applied and its values depends on the day hours: in a typical summer day, significative heat flux values are reported from 9:00 to 18:00; in a typical winter day, significative heat flux values are reported from 9:00 to 16:00. Values are obtained thanks to the database PVGIS-CMSAF [22], as shown in Table 1.

Furthermore, on the bottom wall of the ventilated channel, the heat transfer coefficient h is equal to 5 W/m²K to simulate the properties of structure layers under the cavity. On the top wall of the cavity, h = 10 W/m²K to simulate the properties of structure layers above the cavity; the external emissivity ε is equal to 0.85 to simulate radiation effects.
Table 1. Heat flux values in summer and winter conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>time</th>
<th>$q_s$ [W/m$^2$]</th>
<th>$q_w$ [W/m$^2$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09:00</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>782</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>849</td>
<td>467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00</td>
<td>822</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:00</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:00</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:00</td>
<td>236</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:00</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The objective of this work is to study the thermal and fluid dynamic behaviors of a ventilated roof in summer and winter regimes. In summer conditions, ten cases are analyzed, varying heat flux value from 667 W/m$^2$K at 9:00 to 85 W/m$^2$K at 18:00. In winter conditions, eight cases are analyzed, varying heat flux value from 310 W/m$^2$K at 9:00 to 81 W/m$^2$K at 16:00. In the following, two cases are reported for brevity to analyze the seasonal behavior of the ventilated roof: in summer condition, $q_s = 862$ W/m$^2$K at 12:00; in winter condition, $q_w = 478$ W/m$^2$K at 12:00.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) report air temperature and velocity fields in summer conditions, showing how heat transfer and air flow are influenced by the heat flux applied on the top wall of the cavity. Temperature values rise in the ventilated channel with the distance from the inlet section, reaching the maximum on the top wall of the cavity, with $T = 345$ K. Velocity values are higher near the outlet section of the channel because of the air heating. As shown in Figure 3(c), velocity vectors highlight a vortex increasing values in proximity of the ridge in the outlet reservoir and the maximum velocity value is equal to 0.891 m/s.

In winter conditions, air temperature and velocity fields, in Figures 4(a) and 4(b), show the same trend: the heat flux applied on the top wall of the cavity influences heat transfer and air flow. Temperature values rise with the distance from the inlet section; the maximum is reached on the top wall of the cavity, near the outlet section, with $T = 303$ K. Velocity grows in the channel with the distance from the inlet section because of the air heating and, in proximity of the ridge, velocity vectors highlight a vortex, as shown in Figure 4(c), where values are maximum, equal to 0.880 m/s.
Fig. 4. Winter configuration

Considering five channel sections, placed at 1 m, 2 m, 3 m, 4 m and 5 m from the entrance, temperature profiles are shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). In summer conditions, temperature values grow in the cavity and they are higher in proximity of the top wall, because part of the heat conveys near the cover and the temperature rise toward the top of the roof. In winter conditions, due to lower ambient temperature and heat flux applied on the top wall, temperature values decrease along X-direction at first, then they grow and reach the maximum on the top wall.

Fig. 5. Temperature profiles in cross sections

In the following, a comparison between summer and winter configurations is reported: results are given in terms of air velocity and temperature profiles along the axis of the channel. Fig. 6 shows temperature trends along the axis of the channel in summer and winter conditions. In summer, the profile has a more pronounced fluctuation, but the growth is faster. Fig. 7 shows velocity trend along the axis of the channel in summer and winter conditions. In the inlet section, values decrease, then they rise reaching a lower value in the outlet section.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A numerical investigation is realized to know the thermal behavior of a prototypal ventilated roof for residential use under variable solar radiation, to simulate summer and winter conditions. The system is composed by a single side of the roof, due to its geometrical and thermal symmetry. The system consists of a ventilated cavity: on the bottom wall, a constant value of temperature is applied to simulate optimal ambient condition in summer and winter periods; on the top wall, a heat flux is applied to simulate solar radiation operating at different hours on typical summer and winter days. In particular, analyzing the thermal behaviors at 12:00, the study has revealed that:

- Temperature increases in the channel with the distance to the inlet section due to the effect on heat transfer and flow air in the channel. The maximum value is reached on the top wall of the cavity, where the effect of the solar radiation is more evident.
- Velocity increases in the channel because of the air heating, so in summer period values are higher. Maximum values are reached in the outlet reservoir, where a vortex increases velocity values in proximity of the ridge.
- Temperature trend is the same along five different cross sections, but higher values are reached at \( x = 5.0 \) m. In summer, values increase in the channel; in winter, due to the bottom wall condition, temperature decreases at first, then maximum value is reached on the top wall of the cavity.
- Along the channel, temperature trend is growing in each condition, but values are higher in summer period, when the effect of solar radiation is more evident thanks to the convective effect within the channel. In winter, the effect of the ventilated layer is very important to reach optimal thermal and hygrometric conditions.
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NOMENCLATURE

b Channel width, m
h Hipped roof height, m
L Channel length, m
Lw, Ly Inlet reservoir dimensions, m
h Height of the ridge, m
q Heat flux in summer, W/m²
q Heat flux in winter, W/m²
T Operative temperature, K
T Temperature in summer regime, K
T Temperature in winter regime, K
θ Roof inclination, °
k Kinetic energy of turbulence
ε Turbulent kinetic energy dissipation

Figure 7. Air velocity profile in the ventilated channel.